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Newsletter – March 2021 

 
Dear friends, 
 
Renewing Membership  
We have renewed our activities, unfortunately, only in the zoom format 
at this point. Still, we are confident that in the near future we can 
resume our regular activities and meet again. We call all members that 
haven't paid dues for 2020-21 to do so and take part in our many zoom 
activities. All the workshops are subsidized and all the lectures are free 
of charge. We have received wonderful feedback from participants and 
thus we strive to search and bring more workshops and lectures. All 
renewing members and members that bring totally new members will 
receive a discount on a workshop of their choice. 

 
“These Are a Few of My Favorite Things” Exhibition 
The exhibition will be presented at the Arena Gallery from 9.4.21 until 
9.5,21. Along with our exhibition, the "Encounters" group exhibit 
"Woman " will also be presented.  
The opening will be on Friday, 9.4.21, at 11 am. 
Timetable: the quilts will be brought to the gallery 4-5.4. 21. Hanging 
the quilts 7.4.21. 
We have room for more quilts sized 60 cm x 60 cm. If you wish to 
add a quilt that isn't part of the virtual exhibit, you must email us 
immediately so that we can prepare the signs for your quilts. 
Each member can enter two quilts.  
Please bring the quilts to our board members: 

050-7811223Judith Rosenthal:              050-5897404Gail Solomon:  
052-2954800  Rivka Hamdani:           054-8090222Smadar Iritz:  

   Rahel Rivniker 2261772-052    
You can bring your quilts directly to the gallery, call Iris in order to 
coordinate:   9345829-050 . 
We have volunteers for gathering points:  
Orit Paskal , Moshav Olesh:  3993302-052  
Carmella Zak, Moshav Zofit: 4223221-054  
Hassi Naveh,[until 17/3/21] Bustan Hagalil :  4770015-054  
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Eti David, Ramat Ha Sharon: 4680575-052 . 
If there will be more volunteers, we will inform you. 

 
 
 
On-Line Lectures and Workshops 
We call our local teachers to join the bandwagon and prepare online 
classes. Rena Reich is willing to give a hand and help you prepare 
zoom classes and lectures.  
 
Registration is open only to paid members. 
Registration is by email. Payment is by bank transfer: Bank 
Hapoalim [12], account 245884, branch 448,  Mevasseret Zion. 
 
 
Timetable for March- June, 2021 

teacher Workshop/lecture date hour Registration/fee 
Cathy 

Perlmutter 
Workshop: 

log cabin triangle   
Tuesday 

16.3.2021 
 

18.00-
21.00 

Registration by email and 
bank transfer,  100 IS 
including instruction 

booklet 

Cathy 
Perlmutter 

Workshop: 
log cabin triangle   

Monday 
5.4.2021 

 
18.00-
21.00 

Registration by email and 
bank transfer, 100 IS 
including instruction 

booklet  

Cathy 
Perlmutter 

Workshop:  
log cabin triangle 

Monday 
12.4.2021 

18.00-
21.00 

Registration by email and 
bank transfer, 100 IS 
including instruction 

booklet. 

Isabelle 
Wiessler 

  Workshop:  
Tree bark    

Thursday 
22.4.2021 

10.00-
13.00 

Registration by email and 
bank transfer,85 IS   

             

Ronit 
Palistrant 

Shaick,Ph.D 

Lecture: From 
Clothes to Cloth- 
the Revealed and 
the Hidden in the 
Descriptions of 

Garments in Art 

Sunday   
25.4.2021 

18.00-
20.00 

Registration by email 
Free of charge  

Judi Kirk Workshop: 
Doodle quilting 

Monday 
3.5.2021 

10.00-
13.00 

Registration by email and 
bank transfer, 80 IS 

Bracha 
Elhasid 
Grumer 

,Ph.d  

Lecture: 
The ”Eternal 
Youth" style of 

Gustav Klimt 

Wednesday  
19.5.21 

18.30-
20.00 

Registration by email 
Free of charge 

Sandra 
Johnson 

Workshop: 
Repurposing 

Denim into a Quilt 

Sunday 
30.5.2021 

14.00-
20.00 

with a 
break  

Registration by email and 
bank transfer, 105 IS 

Including pattern 



Roberta 
Sperandio  

Workshop: 
Improvisational 

Piecing 

Part 1: 
Wednesday 

9.6.2021 
Part 2: 
Wednesday 

16.6.2021 

9.30 -
11.30 

 
 

9.30-
11.30 

Registration by email and 
bank transfer 95 IS 

 

 
Cathy Perlmutter – Workshop – Log Cabin Triangles 
 
Due to demand, we have scheduled three different dates for this workshop.  
Registration continues for all the dates in the timetable.   
 

 
 

 Quilters love making "log cabin" blocks: Start with a small square, and add longer rectangles to

triangles, sharp But when you try log cabin piecing with  each side. It’s intuitive and relaxing.

angles are amplified, and quickly become awkward. 

 

My cure: Piece on a triangular paper backing. This sets up delightfully opposing energies. 

Spontaneous piecing makes each triangle dance to your unique beat. But the backing helps 

d 60 degree triangles fit, it’s a setup hat, in the end, everything will fit. And when pieceensure t

for serendipity, with shimmering kaleidoscopic and dimensional effects. 

flip -and-mistake approach to make many different stitch-You’ll learn a very relaxed no

triangle 14” wide kaleidoscopic piece. Use it as a -gles, and turn them into a sparkling 24trian

table mat; a pillow; a wallhanging; or the start of a larger quilt.   

If you use solids, it will have a modern look like this:  

 



 
nts can be incorporatedFor a more traditional look, pri 

 

And if you choose batiks, it will have a watercolor look like this 

 
 

. You don’t need a lot of several different hueslight, medium, and dark shades of  Collect a few

this is a great way to use a precut pack of  2.5” strips or fat quarters.  – different fabric each 

                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                      

:SUPPLIES 

dents should cut 3 ¾” high paper triangles in advance. Print them from the document I Stu

send you. In addition, participants will need:   

- Rotary cutter and mat. You will use it to cut paper as well as fabric. 

- Sewing machine. Straight stitch only is needed for this project. 

- Fabric scissors; and scissors for paper.  

- Plastic 60° equilateral triangle rotary cutting ruler If you already own a 60° triangle ruler 

that’s at least 3 ¾” tall, use it. If you don’t own one yet, it’s worth spending a little more 

for a large size, at least 7” high. There are many brands, most inexpensive. You can also 

use a kite-shaped ruler (which has one 60°, one 120°, and two 90° angles), like Clearview 

Triangle’s Super 60(TM) cutting template.  

- Ironing board and iron.  

Each student will also receive a digital copy of my booklet, “Modern Paper Pieced Log Cabin 

have it handy on a device during  oru either print out Triangle Quilts”, in advance. I suggest yo

the workshop 

.The workshop is in English. 

 

 

Tree Bark Inspiration  –Workshop  – sleriesIsabelle W 

3 hours 
 

Description  
Starting from treebarks as an inspiration, we are going to work on a small wallhanging and will 
learn through this, how to work with acrylic felt and painted bondaweb. Those materials will be 
free motion stiched and, with an embossing tool, melted into a treebark form. You can also use 
what you learn here for other works, that can be either abstract or from a real inspiration. 

 
Material list:  

- Sewingmaschine with a normal foot and a darning foot 

- Iron and small ironingtable or a big towel  



- 1 piece of acrylic felt  in brown or black or beige or grey (about 20-30cm) Very 

important! try before the class if you can melt it: pin a small piece on your iron 

board and use your ambossing toll – it should melt and not smell like if it was burnt! 

- 1 piece of Vliesofix 20 x 30 cm 

- Very thin chiffon polyester chiffon scarve or thin polyester tulle in a dark color 

- Fabrics scraps ( 20 x 30 cm) in one color , self-dyed for example– please no prints. it 

can be coton, Linen, Velvet). You are at home – you will find easily something! 

- Thread for maschine embroidery and bottom thread, Needle for maschine embroidery 

- Cissors for fabric  

- 1 piece newspaper and  plastikfoil 

- Acrylic paint in treebark color 

- 1 empty jar and a plastic plate for paint, 1 paintbrush 

- Plastic gloves, apron, newspaper, 1 piece baking paper  

- Pins 

- 1 Embossing tool  

- 1 Corkboard with 20 x 30 cm and at least 1 cm thickness (if you have) or you use your 

iron table 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ronit Palistrant Shaick Ph.D, Lecture: From Cloth to Clothes,  the Revealed 

and the Hidden in the Descriptions of Garments in Art. 

Dr. Ronit Palistrant Shaick is a professor of classic culture and art at the 

department of art history, Tel Aviv University, for over twenty years.  

 

The aim of an artist to dress his object and at the same time to highlight its 

curves, to describe the transparency of the fabric while emphasizing the richness 

of its texture, is a challenging and breathtaking task in art. This lecture will take 

into account this challenge through history, investigating the emphasis given to 

clothing in different periods of time, and the esthetic and spiritual values the 



artist wishes to convey. This lecture is about beauty, gender, and coquetry, 

intertwined with ecstasy, temptation and spirituality. 
 

Bracha El-Hasid- Gromer Ph.D, Lecture: The "Eternal Youth" Style 

of Gustav Klimt. 

Dr. Bracha El- Hasid Gromer researches culture: art, graphic design, literature, 

cinema, and philosophy. She draws and illustrates, and gives classes and 

workshops in art. This lecture is about the artist Gustav Klimt. 

 

Judi Kirk, Workshop: Doodle Quilting 

3  hours 

Judi Kirk is an English quilter who has been teaching traditional and modern 

quilting for over twenty five years. This workshop is suitable for experienced and 

new quilters. The pattern that is mentioned at the bottom of Judi's description of 

the workshop will not be sold. We assume that all our members can draw the 

various shapes on their own. Please scroll down for Judi's description of the 

workshop. 



 
 
Sandra Johnson, Workshop: Repurposing Denim into Quilt 
1 day 6 hours, a break in the middle. 

Sandra is an American quilter specializing in repurposing, the use of handwork and 
giving new meaning to old materials. 



In this workshop participants will learn to deconstruct old denim jeans into new and 
beautiful quilts. During this workshop participants will learn how to save all those 
favorite pockets, zippers, grass stains, and rips to make them into a very warm and 
useful one-of-a kind quilt. Prepare old jeans of differing color values. We will provide 
a more thorough supply list in our next newsletter.  

You can look her up at sandrajohnsondesign.com 

A pattern will be provided. 

 

      

 
 
 

Roberta Sperandio, Workshop: Improvisational Piecing 
3 hours 



Roberta will teach a workshop in modern improvisational piecing. She 
has taught in our summer workshop and was very well received. 
You can see examples in the picture below.  
You can see more of Roberta's work: 
 
https://www.oakshottfabrics.com/pages/roberta-sperandio 

 

 
The workshop will be in English 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.oakshottfabrics.com/pages/roberta-sperandio


Please scroll down to read more about the workshop

 
A Visit to The Gallery: 
 
We are delighted to once again inform you of real live exhibitions 
that are talented members are participating in. 
 
Bella Kaplan: 
Bella is exhibiting in a solo exhibition in Kfar Giladi  
 
 



 
 

Hava Katzir and Edith Haran are part of a group exhibition in 
Herzliyah Pituach 
 

 
 
 



Nitza Hoffman is part of a group exhibition in Ramat HaSharon. 
 

 
 
 
 

Einiyah Shoob is participating in a new exhibition: "Gender and 
Jeans" in Kfar Saba. 
 For more information call her at 054-4525923 
 
 

 

 
 


